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Financing sustainable growth
Sustainable EUR bank bond supply falls slightly
behind 2021, except for covereds
70

1H rise in sustainable EUR covered bond supply is
modest given the chunky supply
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Green bank bonds (€) per use of proceeds type
Covered bonds

Green building loans the most important green use of
proceeds category, particularly for covered bonds
Use of proceed categories ICMA’s Green Bond Principles
Green buildings
Renewable energy

~€50bn

Non-covered bank bonds

Clean transportation
Eco-efficient and/or circular economy
Sustainable water and wastewater management

Non-covered

Env. sustainable mngt natural resources, land use

Covered

Polution prevention and control
Climate change adaptation
€bn

Energy efficiency
0

~€125bn
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The EU Green Bond Standard will raise the bar versus the ICMA’s Green
Bond Principles where it comes to the use of proceeds. The bonds can
solely be used to finance assets related to economic activities that are
fully taxonomy compliant. Meeting the technical screening criteria for
substantial contribution and doing no significant harm for buildings is
crucial.

The technical screening criteria for buildings
Climate change mitigation – low carbon and transitional activities
Covered bonds meet the substantial contribution
criterion primarily on 15% best in class
Construction new buildings per 2021: The primary energy demand (PED), defining the
energy performance of the building resulting from the new construction is at least 10%
lower than the threshold set for the nearly zero-energy building (NZEB) requirements.
Energy performance is certified using an as built energy performance certificate (EPC).
Buildings > 5000 m2: test for air tightness and thermal integrity. Life cycle global
warming potential (GWP) calculated for each stage in the life cycle.

The building renovation complies with the applicable requirements for major
renovations stipulated by the EPBD. The energy performance of the building or the
renovated part that is upgraded must meet EPBD’s cost-optimal minimum energy
requirements.
Alternatively, the renovation leads to a reduction of PED of at least 30%, based upon a
energy audit. The 30% improvement can be achieved through a succession of measures
within max three years.

Buildings acquired before 31 December 2020: Building has at least Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) class A. As an alternative, the building is within the top 15% of the
national or regional building stock expressed as operational PED and demonstrated by
adequate evidence, which at least compares its performance vs the national or regional
stock built before 31 December 2020 and at least distinguishes between residential and
non-residential buildings.
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Communicating vessels to sustainability reporting
EU requirements will impact financial and non-financial corporations in and outside the EU
EU Green Bond Standard

Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation
Financial market participants:
* Insurance companies
* Pension funds
* Investment firms
* Credit institutions
providing portfolio manager services

Financial advisers:
* Insurance companies
* Pension funds
* Investment firms
providing investment or insurance advice
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Taxonomy
* EU / EU member states (labelling requirements)
* Financial market participants
* Undertakings subject to NFRD requirements

Non Financial Reporting
Directive
Listed companies with an average of 500
employees or more (& parents):
* Non-financial corporations
* Financial corporations

Corporate Sustainability Reporting
Directive

EU sustainability reporting
regime

* All large corporations
* All listed corporations (except micro)
* Third country corporations subject to
equivalence provisions

Taxonomy KPI under the SFDR
A simple illustration why higher taxonomy alignment by banks and their green bonds matters

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 =

Market value of all taxonomy aligned investments of the financial product
Market value of all investments of the financial prodcut

Taxonomy aligned investments

Green bonds issued under the future EU green bond
standard (GBS) = 100% market value

Other green bonds = proportion of the market value
corresponding to the proportion of the proceeds used
to finance environmentally sustainable (ie taxonomy
aligned) activities

Debt instruments and equities in investee companies =
market value of the proportion of debt
instruments/equities reflecting the proportion of
activities of the investee companies that is associated
with environmentally sustainable activities (eg NFRD
(CSRD) disclosures)

Green securitisation notes = market value of the
proportion of the underlying exposures in
environmentally sustainable activities

Based on European Commission, regulatory technical standards, adopted on 6 April 2022
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Indicative investment portfolio

CRR disclosures on climate change and ESG risks
EBA final draft implementing technical standards (ITS) on CRR Article 449a disclosures
Disclosures on
climate change
transition risk
Quantitative
disclosures

Disclosures on
climate change
physical risk
Information on
mitigation actions

ESG disclosures

Qualitative
disclosures

1. Credit quality exposures by
sector
2. Energy efficiency immovable
property
3. Alignment on scope 3 emissions
4. Exposures to top 20 carbonintensive firms

1. Green Asset Ratio (GAR)
2. Banking book Taxonomy
Alignment Ratio (BTAR)
3. Other climate change
mitigation actions

1. Environmental risk
2. Social risk
3. Governance risk

Who: Large institutions with securities traded on a regulated market in any of the EU member states
When: From 28 June 2022: first disclosures early 2023 for FY2022, and semi-annually thereafter
Unlike the GAR (January 2024), the BTAR (June 2024) includes exposures to non-financial corporations not subject to NFRD disclosure requirements (eg
SMEs and other non-NRFD companies). Banks have flexibility to disclose on a best efforts basis. They can collect information on bilateral basis through
lending process, use estimates or use EPC labels/top 15% metric for commercial real estate.
The GAR is anticipated to remain leading to performance.
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Developments on sustainable securitisations
EU GBS: Use of proceeds approach, no collateral-based approach – just a transition phase?
Green covered bonds

Green securitization notes (true sale)

Issuer / originator

Green asset
portfolio

Originator

Green asset
portfolio

Assets
(static)

Cover pool
(dynamic)
Use of proceeds

Issuer (SPV)

Use of proceeds

Use ofSecurity
proceeds

Use ofSecurity
proceeds

Will certain proposals for (green)
securitisation notes also have future
implications for
(green) covered bonds?
Based on EBA Report – Developing a framework for sustainable securitisation
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Additional EU GBS disclosure requirements for green
securitisations (disclosure GAR and BTAR of originator
and securities exposures in EuGB factsheet), on top of
STS securitisations-related sustainability disclosures.
A specific green framework for securitisation
complementing the adjusted EU GBS?

EPBD – moving forward on building renovations
What could be in store for banks and covered bonds?
Harmonising the scale of energy performance
classes by end 2025

Timelines December 2021 proposal
2022

2027

2030

New buildings

ZEB
public

ZEB all

Existing buildings

EPC ≤ F
public
non-res

2033

B

A
ZEB

E

D

C

G
worst
15%

F

* Harmonising EPC label scales
* Improving the availability of EPC labels

EPC ≤ E
public
non-res
EPC ≤ F
residen

EPC ≤ E
residen

* Incentivising the renovation of buildings…
…but with a risk for properties not meeting the deadline
Cover pool example of EPC information
30
€bn eq.
25

Green covered bonds could play a role in financing
energy efficient mortgages granted by banks for
certified energy efficient building renovations
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Expansion of the Taxonomy regulation will give
broader opportunities to highlight ESG efforts
Significantly harmful
(SH) activities

Low environmental
impact (LEnvI)
activities

Classification of activities:

No significant impact (NSI):

Green: Sustainable significant
contribution (SC) level
Amber: Sustainable (if improving)
intermediate performance level
Red: Unsustainable significant harm
performance level:
a) transition or b) exit

a: no potential of making a
substantial contribution (except
climate adaptation); &
b: are not causing significant harm
to any of the six EU environmental
objectives; &
c: meet minimum safeguards

Social taxonomy
1. Social objectives
a) Decent work (workers); b) Adequate living
standards and wellbeing for end users (end users) c)
inclusive and sustainable communities and societies
(communities)
2. Types of substantial contribution
a) Inherent social benefits of the activity itself; b)
Avoiding and addressing negative impacts;
c) Enabling activities.
3. DNSH criteria
4. Minimum Safeguards
5. Socially harmful activities
Governance

Banks will be better able to show the
transition away from harmful
activities.
Criteria for harmful activities
derived from DNSH criteria

This allows bank to report also their
no harmful activities
The Platform of Sustainable Finance
proposes to maybe include these
activities later into the
environmental taxonomy

The social taxonomy will supports the
direction of capital to sustainable
purposes
The impact of the social taxonomy
will also depend on how it is
integrated alongside the
environmental taxonomy

DNSH climate change mitigation objective: Real estate assets involved in the extraction, storage, transport or manufacture of fossil fuels. Buildings built
after 31 December 2020: PED does not meet the threshold for NZEB.
Buildings built before 31 December 2020: EPC of D or lower or not belonging to the top 30% most energy efficient buildings.
(Differs from PAI definition of ‘inefficient real estate assets’ of an EPC of C or below, without a top (30%) performance boundary).
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Sustainable versus vanilla covered bonds
Secondary market overview
Most sustainable covereds trade through vanilla
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Wider spread levels see greenium improve

Disclaimer
This report has been prepared on behalf of ING (being for this purpose the commercial banking business of ING Bank NV and certain of its subsidiary
companies) solely for the information of its clients. ING forms part of ING Group (being for this purpose ING Groep NV and its subsidiary and
affiliated companies). It is not investment advice or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. While reasonable
care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, ING makes no
representation that it is accurate or complete. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. ING Group and any of its
officers, employees, related and discretionary accounts may, to the extent not disclosed above and to the extent permitted by law, have long or
short positions or may otherwise be interested in any transactions or investments (including derivatives) referred to in this report. In addition, ING
Group may provide banking, insurance or asset management services for, or solicit such business from, any company referred to in this report.
Neither ING Group nor any of its officers or employees accepts any liability for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or
its contents. Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person for
any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. Any investments referred to herein may involve significant risk, are not
necessarily available in all jurisdictions, may be illiquid and may not be suitable for all investors. The value of, or income from, any investments
referred to herein may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes in exchange rates. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investors
should make their own investigations and investment decisions without relying on this report. Only investors with sufficient knowledge and
experience in financial matters to evaluate the merits and risks should consider an investment in any issuer or market discussed herein and other
persons should not take any action on the basis of this report. Clients should contact analysts at, and execute transactions through, an ING entity in
their home jurisdiction unless governing law permits otherwise. Additional information is available on request. Country-specific disclosures: EEA:
This report constitutes “investment research” for the purposes of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and as such contains an objective or
independent explanation of the matters contained herein. Any recommendations contained in this report must not be relied on as investment
advice based on the recipient’s personal circumstances. If further clarification is required on words or phrases used in this report, the recipient is
recommended to seek independent legal or financial advice. Hong Kong: This report is distributed in Hong Kong by ING Bank N.V., Hong Kong Branch
which is licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong under the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of
Hong Kong) (“SFO”). This document does not constitute a solicitation or an offer of securities or an invitation to the public within the meaning of the
SFO. This report is to be circulated only to “professional investors” as defined in the SFO. Italy: This report is issued in Italy only to persons described
in Article No. 58 of Consob Regulation No. 16190. Singapore: This document is provided in Singapore by or through ING Bank N.V., Singapore Branch
and is provided only to accredited investors, expert investors and institutional investors, as defined in Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act,
Cap. 289. If you are an accredited investor or expert investor, please be informed that in ING’s dealings with you, ING is relying on the following
exemptions to the Financial Advisers Act, Cap. 110 (“FAA”): (1) the exemption in Regulation 33 of the Financial Advisers Regulations (“FAR”), which
exempts ING from complying with Section 25 of the FAA on disclosure of product information to clients; (2) the exemption set out in Regulation 34
of the FAR, which exempts ING from complying with Section 27 of the FAA on recommendations; and (3) the exemption set out in Regulation 35 of
the FAR, which exempts ING from complying with Section 36 of the FAA on disclosure of certain interests in securities. United Kingdom: This report
is issued in the United Kingdom by ING Bank N.V., London Branch only to persons described in Articles 19, 47 and 49 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 and is not intended to be distributed, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons
(including private investors). United States: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should
contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the
distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements. The distribution of this report in other jurisdictions may be restricted
by law or regulation and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
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